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The National Small Business Association says 41% of small businesses do not grow because of a lack of capital. One way to raise money is to win a business plan contest that offers cash prizes. The judges want to know your product-market adjustment, and how you plan to expand and expand your startup. Having a strong elevator location prepared for a business plan contest allows you to explain what
differentiates your business from your competitors and how your business will maintain long-term success. Participating in a business plan competition can be a rewarding experience. It helps you focus on how you want to manage and grow your business, and it can provide the capital and mentoring you so desperately need if you win. To put yourself in the best position to win a prize, you need to know
your business concept inside and out, know which competition is right for you and what the judges are looking for. Focusing on innovation and making sure there is a market for your idea will help you prepare a solid business model to debut in a contest. Maybe winning a grand prize or even financing your business is a good enough incentive to participate in one of the national business and
entrepreneurship competitions. Here are seven of the best competitions to consider entering. [Read the related story: Best Business Plan Software] 1. Rice Business Plan CompetitionRice University's business plan competition is in its 20th year and has grown from nine competing teams for $10,000 to 42 competing teams for more than $1.5 million in prizes. The competition is designed to provide college
entrepreneurs with real experience to fine-tune their business plans and elevator locations to receive financing and maximize the marketing of their products. Highlights of the competition include real opportunities to learn what it takes to successfully launch a new business, and a chance to receive mentoring from experienced investors and entrepreneurs. Nominations for the 2020 competition will be
accepted until Monday, January 27, 2019. 2. tecBRIDGE Business Plan CompetitionThe tecBRIDGE Business Plan Competition, now in its 17th year, is divided into two divisions: collegiate and non-college. Students from 14 colleges and universities compete in the collegiate division, while early-career entrepreneurs are eligible to compete in a separate division. Winning teams share prizes and cash
services worth more than $100,000. There is even a separate business plan competition for high school students. [Read the related story: Start a business after university? Entrepreneurship graduates] Registration dates for 2020 have not yet been announced; check the website for updates. 3. Milken-Penn GSE Education Business Plan CompetitionThe Milken-Penn GSE Education Business Plan
Competition is one of the most prestigious and well-funded educational business planning competitions. The competition is open to candidates from all over the world and includes a path for business, as well as ideas. Lla Lla topics include early childhood education, workforce learning, urban education and more. Prizes include cash prizes of up to $40,000. The 2019 winners were announced in
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, on October 7. Entry dates for 2020 have not yet been announced; check the website for updates. This competition is looking for startups specializing in it and health-focused digital technology. Five finalists will win $5,000 and have the opportunity to present their business plans to members of the Pistoia Alliance at its conference in the United States. Both winners will receive an
invitation for this year's Start Support Day, $20,000 in prizes, six months of senior mentoring and a one-year subscription to the Pistoia Alliance. Entries for this year's competition are now closed, and finalists will be announced shortly. 5. HATCH PitchHATCH Pitch is a competition where finalists present their business plans to a jury of corporate, angel and venture capital investors who select the winners
and provide feedback to the candidates. Coming from one of the first events of the first SXSW Interactive Startup Village in 2012, HATCH became an independent program and event in 2016. HATCH Pitch is run by volunteers from across the United States. The 2019 winners were announced in Austin, Texas, on March 11. Entry dates for 2020 have not yet been announced; check the website for updates.
6. The College of New Jersey Mayo Business Plan CompetitionThe purpose of this competition is to increase students' appreciation for the challenges of a company's development. All NTTC students are encouraged to apply, and each team must have at least two current NTTC students, but no more than four. Winning the competition depends on a team's ability to produce a successful business plan, and
it's up to students to find resources like mentors and advisors. The team's registration for the Mayo 2020 Business Plan is now open. All teams must submit a competition intent form by November 29, 2019. 7. New York Business Plan Competition This business plan competition has six categories: information/software technology, social/not-for-profit entrepreneurship, clean technologies, advanced
technology, products and services. The teams in this competition must be made up of graduate, undergraduate or community college students who are enrolled in New York colleges and universities. Cash prizes are available for the best teams from each of New York's top 10 regions. The competition does not require candidates to submit a complete business plan, and applications must be submitted
Line. The deadline for applications for the 2020 competition is March 8. A winning business planThe basis of a successful business plan is a mind-blowing elevator location. An elevator location allows you to explain succinctly what separates your business from others, what your business will offer and why it will succeed. Business plan competitions are opportunities for undergraduate students and others
said Vincent Lewis, director of the Crotty Center for Entrepreneurial Leadership at the University of Dayton. Mr. Lewis believes that what the competition judges are looking for in the business plan depends on the competition and its format. Some may focus on the quality of the plan, while others may prioritize economic development efforts to create new businesses. The judges in our competitions are
looking at the viability of the idea and the team's ability to execute the idea, Lewis said. Our judges are not concerned about market opportunities in terms of size, but they are more interested in determining whether this is something that can move to launch. There is no foolproof way to win the grand prize in a business plan competition, but aesthetics is important; you can win on the judges with a succinct,
beautiful plan. Remember, you present your creativity and passion, do not submit your homework. Visually, it should be clean, with vibrant and attractive colors and different sections broken clearly, said Peter Selmeczy, CEO of SEO Tech. I recommend avoiding an in-depth business plan, 30 pages and, instead, go for no more than 10 pages. Selmeczy says the reason you should aim for a shorter business
plan is because it's unlikely that the judges will read the whole plan, especially if it's long. Capturing their attention by presenting research and facts also helps your business plan stand out. Each jury is not the same, but some of the general factors that many judges take into account when comparing business plans are articulation: Explain your business model, team expertise and financial projections
clearly and briefly. Marketing: Is there a market that's right for you? If there is no market for your business or product, going to launch can be a daunting task. Presentation: Establish a coherent, factual and aesthetic business plan. A positive first impression goes a long way. When you launch judges, entrepreneurs and business students must demonstrate the need for their business or product in the
marketplace and describe how it can do so to launch. To win, you will need an excellent business model built on research and an amazing presentation. Get ready for the contest presentation part by reducing your business plan by 30 pages into an elevator slot that you can deliver in about 10 minutes. Photo: Groundswell Design Group, LLCShorter days, colder temperatures, and frozen earth: For the
most part, the advent of winter marks the end of the year of planting, pruning and picking. The greenhouses — backyard structures extend the growing season well beyond the spring and summer sun, providing a comforting haven of greenery for their growers. Let's put it this way: a well-maintained greenhouse can provide fresh vegetables for the dinner table, even in the middle of a snowstorm. Site It
doesn't really matter where you put the bird bath, but choosing a suitable site for a greenhouse is critical The ideal location is the south side of your property, where the greenhouse is most likely to receive the most sunlight throughout the seasons. If not, try a west-facing site. No matter where you ultimately choose, make sure the greenhouse gets the sun early in the morning. Observe how light falls over
your yard throughout the day, and plan around trees or outbuildings that cast shadows on your property. Do not completely avoid foliage, as deciduous trees provide a precious shade that protects the greenhouse from the strong midday summer sun. And when the leaves fall in winter, the greenhouse welcomes the faint winter light. While sun exposure is a priority, it's also important to protect your
greenhouse from the elements. Areas bordered by a fence or line of shrubs are preferable, as these barriers tend to decrease the strength of winds that would otherwise steal vital heat from inside your growth area. Photo: Cross Country GreenhousesDesign and Layout In the case of greenhouses, size matters. If you've never had a greenhouse before, you might be tempted to build a small one.
Counterintuitively, small greenhouses are the most difficult, even for experienced producers, as they are subject to dramatic temperature fluctuations. Meanwhile, a larger greenhouse requires proportionately larger or more powerful heating and cooling equipment, i.e. initial and ongoing costs accumulate. The recommended minimum dimensions are six feet wide by 12 feet long. A 17-foot-wide design
provides an attractive relationship between the size of the structure and the amount of surface that can be used inside. Related: 11 Amazing DIY Sheds Around the CountryA favorite layout involves three long tables - often called banks- one running in the middle and one along each side, with walkways between. For maximum flexibility, consider adding wheels to a collection of several benches so that from
season to season, as the light fluctuates, you can reconfigure the greenhouse as needed. Buy or create benches topped with durable waterproof material, both for easy cleaning and durability (laminate counters are a popular choice here). To protect against rust, opt for plastic or fiberglass storage shelves. Framing When planning the construction of your greenhouse, two central questions must be
answered: in what form will it be built and using what materials? Form. The right shape for your greenhouse depends on your climate. If you live somewhere that frequently receives then a sloping roof is a must. Elsewhere, a rounded roof structure can be used (options include quonset or gothic styles). If you are tall, however, be aware that it can be difficult for you to stand inside an arch-topped
greenhouse. Framing. The materials used to construct the framing of the greenhouses generally fall into one of two categories, wood or metal. Wood should be treated under pressure because greenhouses are wet environments that would promote the rot of traditional timber. Among metals, metals, steel and aluminum rank as favourites because of their light weight and rust resistance. Living in a mild
climate? You might consider low-cost PVC piping, especially if you are only looking for a temporary solution. Avoidance lane The dual mission of the greenhouse coating is to let in a lot of light, while retaining heat and keeping up with time. Soaked glass is the first choice. But of course, if you go for the glass, then your framing should be strong enough to support these heavy glass panels, in which case a
wooden structure is recommended for builders to do it yourself. At the other end of the spectrum is plastic sheeting, a fragile material best used in a mild climate with a weak wind. Related: Chick Magnets: 10 Irresistible DIY Chicken CoopsAn increasingly popular choice is simple or double-walled polycarbonate sheet. (Some greenhouse gardeners prefer it even to Plexiglas, which can crack or discolor over
time.) The filter flexible sheets are easy to use and robust enough to withstand the elements. In particular, the double-walled variety provides excellent heat retention, as the air layer between its two leaves acts effectively as an insulator. Photo: ConservatoryFlooring Craftsmen Depending on your project budget and personal style preferences, as well as design decisions made regarding wood framing and
coating, greenhouse flooring can be as simple as gravel-covered dirt or as elaborate as tiled concrete. A gravel floor offers the advantage of easy drainage, and for a greenhouse built with aluminum framing and plastic sheeting, this is the normal choice. With more substantial structural materials, a more substantial flooring makes sense. Heating, cooling and irrigation facilities do not normally run well in
temperatures below 55 degrees Fahrenheit, so if you live in a place with cold winters and want to use your greenhouse once the natural season is over, the space must be heated. To this end, portable electric, gas or propane generators are sufficient in most cases. A greenhouse is not useless without heating; some harder crops, such as lettuce and broccoli, can be grown in unheated greenhouses. But of
course, your range of options expands considerably if or when the space sees the addition of a radiator. Related: 10 smart options for compost binsIn summer, you have the opposite challenge, as excessive heat endangers plant health. Greenhouses are of course designed to trap heat, but you need to design a way for hot air to escape Necessary. This can be as simple as a roof vent or as complex as an
intake and exhaust fan system. Some even choose to install an evaporative air conditioning unit to maintain an optimal greenhouse temperature. What about watering? Hand watering is fine, assuming you will always be available. For peace of mind away from home, you can buy or build a drip irrigation system, one that connects to an extension system and administers water through perforated pipe lengths
threaded along Benches. Greenhouse kits although building a greenhouse from scratch allows you to fit the design around your needs, there are hundreds of prefabricated greenhouse kits readily available for sale. Believe it or not, a kit may be more expensive than doing it alone, but their great advantage is to help you avoid costly pitfalls as a result of a faulty schedule. Many gardeners find that a kit
facilitates the process, bringing the dream of a greenhouse at your fingertips. After all, almost anyone would agree that the sooner you can plant in your new greenhouse, the better! Better!
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